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TEACHING GUIDE & WORKSHEETS

OVERVIEW

By middle-school age, young people are forming opinions about everything they encounter. 
With that in mind, WORLDteen chooses stories to broaden readers’ knowledge beyond just 
the events of their day-to-day lives, giving them more opportunity to apply thinking skills and 
discernment to the events of the greater world. WORLDteen stories are selected not simply 
for appealing content. Our editors look for news that gives opportunity to prompt response 
in readers, encouraging them to ask questions of their own, to apply biblical truth, and to 
consider ethical practices.

EACH TOPIC SECTION INCLUDES:

• Four unique stories (thirty-two online stories total; selected stories in print magazine) 

• Photo slideshows with each online story (thirty-two total) 

• One quiz for each topic (eight online quizzes total; one topic quiz in print magazine)

• Choice of printable worksheets included with teaching guide

DAILY NEWS SECTION:

• Online News Bytes section for breaking news each weekday

• News Bytes comments area for safe discussion of current events

RECOMMENDED PACING:

• Daily—Read the current online News Bytes stories and reader comments; optionally,  
  add your own comments online. 

• Weekly—Work through one topic section through the week: read all four stories online,  
  research the topic further, comment online with other WORLDteen readers, and finish  
  by taking the online quiz. 

• Weekly—Complete your choice of printable worksheets (included with your teaching guide)      
  to study a selected article or that week’s topic more thoroughly.
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JANUARY/FEBRUARY TEACHING GUIDE

1. Repurposing Offices as Schools: Around the country, colleges and school districts are dealing with 
growing enrollments and land shortages by turning abandoned offices and other spaces into school 
buildings. 

2. Sans Forgetica: The Font to Remember: Researchers in Australia designed a new typeface. The  
lettering could help people remember what they read. It’s an example of using an everyday tool to fix  
a common problem.

3. Fighting Fire with Prevention: In 2018, hundreds of thousands of California’s residents escaped some 
7,579 blazes. Do authorities focus too little on fire prevention?

4. Get the Scoop on How Cats Clean: Scientists used high-tech scans and some other tricks to learn—
finally—how cats’ sandpapery tongues really work.

EXPLAIN IT! QUIZ

1. How are some colleges and school districts around the United States dealing with growing school 
enrollments and land shortages?
a) They are charging more money for services that used to be free, like extra classes and sports programs.

b) Some are turning abandoned office buildings into schools.

2. Type designers and psychologists worked together to invent a new typeface. How does Sans Forgetica 
help readers?
a) The typeface relaxes readers suffering from stress disorders.

b) The typeface aids in memory retention.

3. The 2018 wildfire season in California was the most destructive wildfire season on record. Most experts 
agree that a build-up of trees, grasses, and brush creates lots of flammable material. What is a possible 
solution to this problem?
a) controlled burning, that is, lighting fires to remove shrubs and dead wood that can act as fuel

b) putting non-flammable coatings on electric power lines

4. What surprising discovery did Alexis Noel make after watching her cat, Murphy, and a blanket?
a) She discovered that cat tongues are not just bumpy as scientists thought; they have movable spikes  

and scoops.

b) She discovered that cat claws—known to be retractable—can adjust to exact thicknesses of fabric  
depending on what surface the cat is trying to grab.

EXPLAIN IT! STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.



1. Pollution Threatens Cult Rituals: The Tigris River in Iraq is fouled by untreated sewage and chemicals. That 
pollution is causing problems for a religious group called Mandaeans who trust in clean, flowing water. 

2. Moses: Saving a City: Late last year, Venice, Italy, experienced some of its worst flooding since 1872.  
Buildings and landmarks in the City of Water are in danger of being lost. Engineers have a flood barrier  
project to propose. 

3. Coffee Pick-up for a Vanishing Bird: Venezuela’s red siskin is vanishing from the wild at an alarming rate. 
In part, the species’ disappearance is due to the nation’s crashing economy. Conservationists are looking to 
economics to help save the little red bird. 

4. A Tale of Two Cairos: Cairo has been ancient Egypt’s capital city and seat of power for more than  
1,000 years. But now a new capital is being constructed. Why is Egypt abandoning the famous city on  
the Nile River?

GLOBE TREK QUIZ

1. Why is the pollution in the Tigris River in Iraq threatening the way of life for the Mandaean cult there?
a) Mandaeans reject Jesus as the Messiah and believe John the Baptist taught them to continue baptizing themselves 

in pure water regularly to cleanse from sin.

b) Mandaeans do not accept modern water treatment methods, so they depend on the river for their drinking water 
and crop irrigation.

2. A project nicknamed “Moses” is being built to handle acqua alta—the combination of high tides and  
strong, warm winds that floods low-lying areas of Venice. How does Moses work to protect the city  
from acqua alta?
a) Moses is a string of barriers that rise out of the lagoon and separate it from the sea during especially high tides.

b) Moses is a series of metal or wooden panels that prevent water from entering the bottom floors of homes or shops.

3. What solution to the vanishing population of red siskins does the Red Siskin Initiative hope to promote?
a) incentivizing poor farmers to grow brambly, organic coffee plants where the little birds can hide

b) bribing poachers to smuggle premium organic coffee into the black market instead of smuggling the red birds  
to buyers

4. Why are so many of Egypt’s wealthy citizens leaving the capital city of Cairo for a newly constructed capital?
a) The new capital city will be far less expensive to live in, and so the wealthy want to save on expenses for other 

investments, even if it means leaving the history and heritage of the original city behind.

b) The current city has fallen into decay with a crumbling infrastructure and extensive areas of poverty, and the 
wealthy would rather leave and start over than invest in repairs.
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GLOBE TREK STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Recycling Changes: The global market for recyclables is crashing. Now communities must choose 
whether they’ll continue recycling—or send bottles, cans, and plastics to the landfill instead.

2. Can Pinterest Interest Investors?: Among “social” media, Pinterest is different. Has being “un-social” 
helped Pinterest keep users happy? Maybe so, but the app may need to up its social quotient to make 
more profit.

3. Goodwill Newspaper Makes Headlines: Thrift shops around the globe are chock full of valuable items 
. . . and a lot of junk. This fall, what showed up in one U.S. Goodwill store made headlines.

4. L.A. Vendors Get Street Legal: The streets of Los Angeles swarm with pushcarts and sidewalk tables 
offering trinkets and foodstuffs. In December, lawmakers voted to legalize an already thriving industry.

KA-CHING! QUIZ

1. Recycling used to be a moneymaker. Now cities often have to pay to keep recycling. What is a 
problem of “single-stream” recycling?
a) Everything goes into the same bin, so some dirty or misplaced items corrupt the otherwise  

useful recyclables.

b) That type of recycling uses too much water and ends up costing more than it pays.

2. Until now, Pinterest’s main goal has been what?
a) being a platform for selling handmade items from small businesses

b) discovery and inspiration—helping people find ideas

3. Workers at a New Jersey Goodwill store discovered what important item had been donated?
a) a newspaper from 1774

b) a complete Revolutionary War soldier’s uniform

4. Lawmakers in Los Angeles finally voted to sell permits to what group of people?
a) veterans working as freelance contractors inside the city limits

b) the city’s thousands of street vendors
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KA-CHING! STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY TEACHING GUIDE
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1. Justice for Magna Carta Thief: When a hammer-wielding thief tried to steal a piece of English history, an 
impromptu squad of law-abiding citizens—including two American tourists—worked to stop him. 

2. Gait Watchers: Everyone’s walk may be different. A new “gait recognition” tool analyzes body shapes and 
movements. It can identify people by their strides—even when their faces are hidden.

3. Alcatraz Decoy Makeover: Over half a century after their infamous escape from Alcatraz, three men are still 
missing. But some 3-D reproductions from the jailbreak show that law enforcement is still on the case.

4. Dueling Dinosaurs in Court: A court battle over who owns a fossil of two entangled dinosaurs has become 
a multimillion-dollar issue. The outcome hinges on the legal definition of what constitutes a “mineral.”

LAW ’N ORDER QUIZ

1. What happened when a thief tried to steal the Magna Carta from its glass case in Salisbury Cathedral?
a) A group of citizens and church workers sounded the alarm, chased him, and held him until help arrived.

b) An electric impulse in the glass case stunned the thief and knocked him out until the police arrived.

2. Scientists in several countries are researching “gait recognition.” What is it?
a) a technology that identifies people by the way they walk

b) the ability to see and identify people using only facial expressions

3. The U.S. Marshals investigate any and all believable leads about the Alcatraz escapees. They will keep 
investigating until __.
a) the FBI takes back over the case by placing them on their “Most Wanted” list

b) the men are proven deceased or until they turn 99 years old

4. What was the result of the most recent decision about mineral rights in the Dueling Dinosaurs  
court battle?
a) The court ruled the fossil did not qualify for ownership based on its mineral content because its mineral 

composition is not what makes it valuable.

b) The court ruled that the fossil is scientifically and legally a mineral, and therefore its ownership is determined 
based on mineral rights law.

LAW ’N ORDER STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Canine Blood Bank in Question: Just like there are blood banks for people, there are blood banks for 
animals. But the first nonprofit canine blood bank in the United States has come under fire. Is it  
mistreating dogs? 

2. Rare Choctaw Horses in Mississippi: DeSoto is a Choctaw stallion. Finding him on a Mississippi farm was a 
happy surprise. Now the rare and dwindling breed has an opportunity to grow strong again.

3. Leafcutter Bees Serve Farms: All bees are important for pollination. North Dakota State University 
researchers are paying special attention to the alfalfa leafcutter bee. The little bug has a big mission: 
multiplying alfalfa seeds.

4. Flood Warnings for Petra: Petra is a vast city carved into the pinkish sandstone near the Dead Sea. It draws 
hundreds of thousands of tourists annually. And it also can flood in a flash!  

 

MUD ROOM QUIZ

1. Hemopet’s greyhounds are helping save the lives of other dogs in need. Why does PETA object?
a) Hemopet’s animals live onsite at the facility instead of in people’s homes, and the animals don’t have a 

choice—or a human owner making a choice for them—about donating or not.

b) PETA believes it is always wrong to make one creature uncomfortable, even if it means saving the life  
of another.

2. Why was it a surprise for Dr. D. Phillip Sponenberg to find DeSoto, a descendant of Spanish colonial 
horses, on a farm in Mississippi in 2005?
a) Historians and equine specialists thought the Spanish colonial horse was extinct.

b) Historians and equine specialists thought all of that breed had moved to Oklahoma where the Indians 
relocated during the Trail of Tears.

3. Alfalfa leafcutter bees get their name from what about their behavior?
a) The bees cut circular holes in leaves to use in their nests.

b) The bees damage plants to get rid of shade on their hives.

4. The city of Petra, Jordan, floods regularly. Government officials added what measures to help warn 
tourists and visitors of flood waters?
a) a nuclear-powered dam

b) a siren alarm system, guides, and lookouts
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MUD ROOM STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Out of Venezuela: Fleeing on Foot: A mother and daughter fled Venezuela for a 2,700-mile trek through four 
countries to Peru. Sandra Cadiz knew not everyone survived the trip, but she feared staying in  
Venezuela as well.  

2. A Long Life as Someone Else: Caroll Spinney spent 49 years being someone else. You’ve probably seen his 
work. Until last fall, Spinney was the body and voice of Big Bird on Sesame Street.

3. Carr Fire Group Rescues Pets: As a California couple fled their burning home, one of their cats bolted in 
fear. The pair had no choice but to leave her. Thanks to a volunteer group, the devastated people have been 
reunited with their lost pet.

4. Alone into the White: Louis Rudd could soon become the first person to challenge Antarctica by himself—
with equipment and supplies but no transportation except his own two feet. An American, Colin O’Brady, is 
simultaneously attempting the same feat.

PEOPLE MOVER QUIZ
1. Caroll Spinney played the parts of what two famous television celebrities?

a) Big Bird and Oscar the Grouch from Sesame Street

b) Gonzo and Miss Piggy from The Muppet Show

2. What is the end goal of the work of the Carr Fire Pet Rescue and Reunification group?
a) finding pets separated from owners during the devastating California fires last summer and returning them

b) preparing pet owners with information for finding frightened animals if they run away in fear during a fire

3. What feat is Captain Louis Rudd trying to accomplish?
a) retracing Ernest Shackleton’s steps across Antarctica to the South Pole

b) becoming the first person to cross Antarctica on foot by himself

4. Where did Sandra Cadiz get the money to fund her trip from Venezuela to Peru with her  
10-year-old daughter?
a) Political opponents of Venezuelan President Maduro paid Cadiz and hundreds of others to flee the country, 

showing their lack of support for the current administration.

b) Cadiz used her life savings, a government bonus from a currency transition, and donations from concerned 
Colombian citizens to make the trip.
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PEOPLE MOVER STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Water from Thin Air: David Hertz and Laura Doss-Hertz won a $1.5 million XPrize for a water collection 
invention. They will use the money to get the invention to people around the world in need of clean water.

2. Super-Hot Plant Stops Pain: An extract from a scorching hot Moroccan shrub could change how doctors 
handle pain relief. When a chemical in the plant binds to a protein in a nerve, the pain-sensing nerve cells 
shut down.

3. Live-Stream Your Nature Walk: Researchers hid dozens of wireless sensors, microphones, and cameras 
amid the foliage of the Tidmarsh Wildlife Sanctuary in Plymouth, Massachusetts. The data will power an 
online virtual reality world.

4. Tiny Satellites Perform Big: A pair of mini satellites has boldly ventured where few spacecraft have gone 
before. But the duo weren’t alone. The interstellar tag-alongs accompanied a NASA lander to Mars.

PIE IN THE SKY QUIZ

1. How does an MIT research team envision nature walks of the future—beginning with the one in the 
Tidmarsh Wildlife Sanctuary?
a) as carefully protected, technology-free, leave-no-trace, quiet strolls for a select few visitors

b) as technologically enhanced, virtual-reality experiences for onsite as well as at-home participants

2. Resiniferatoxin, or RTX, is a substance found in a spiny Moroccan plant. Researchers believe the best 
feature of RTX is __.
a) targeting a single area of pain without affecting other nerve cells

b) its ability to double as both a food seasoning and a painkiller

3. Skysource/Skywater Alliance won an XPrize of $1.5 million for what invention?
a) a sorting machine that uses air currents to separate different recyclables from one another based on weight

b) a water-collection machine that uses a shipping container and organic debris to extract and concentrate 
moisture from the atmosphere and from the debris itself

4. A pair of CubeSats named EVE and WALL-E went on a journey to Mars. What was the CubeSats’ mission?
a) to broadcast nearly real-time news of NASA’s InSight lander touchdown on Mars

b) to measure Mars’ temperature, landscape, and other features
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PIE IN THE SKY STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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1. Japanese History in a Toy: A fourth-generation Japanese craftsman hopes children of today won’t stop 
playing with traditional toys like his Edo-style spinning tops. Many of his complex tops are on display in  
a museum.

2. War Posters Rallied Patriots: Propaganda brings to mind brainwashing and manipulation. But a trove of war 
posters shows that propaganda can be a valuable communication tool for the right side of a serious issue too.

3. Railroad History in Miniature: Todd Gieg is recreating about 10 miles of narrow-gauge train track and 
every town along it in miniature. It’s a labor of love—and a project he hopes will figuratively bring the 1895 
Massachusetts North Shore back to life.

4. Vintage Watches: With the arrival of cellphones, many people stopped wearing timepieces that didn’t count 
calories, measure heart rates, or calculate distances. Now pricey pre-owned watches—the kind with hands 
and gears—have hit the big time.

 

POP! SMART QUIZ

1. Edo-style spinning tops came about during a time that saw what changes in Japan? 
a) the invention of the samurai warrior class with its rules and regulations

b) the rise of the middle class with more free time and spending money

2. What is the purpose of propaganda?
a) to unite some people around an idea and divide them from those of opposing viewpoints

b) to promote commerce, sales, and financial investment in a government plan

3. Professional photographer Todd Gieg is building a 40-foot replica of what piece of Massachusetts history?
a) He is recreating the length of the Boston, Revere Beach, and Lynn Narrow Gauge Railroad in miniature.

b) He is building a full-scale model of the Eleanor, one of the ships invaded by colonists during the Boston  
Tea Party.

4. Why do some people buy used luxury watches instead of new ones?
a) Used watches often offer lower prices and higher trade-in values.

b) Older watches feature better craftsmanship and fewer pieces to break.
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POP! SMART STORIES 
Check the box after reading each story, and then take the quiz.
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WORLDTEEN MAY/JUNE 2018 ANSWER KEY: 

Explain It! quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b

Globe Trek quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. a

ka-Ching! quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b

Law ’n Order quiz: 1. b, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

Mud Room quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b

People Mover quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b

Pie in the Sky quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b

Pop! Smart quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

WORLDTEEN JAN/FEB 2019 ANSWER KEY

Explain It! quiz: 1. b, 2. b, 3. a, 4. a

Globe Trek quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. a, 4. b

ka-Ching! quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

Law ’n Order quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b

Mud Room quiz: 1. a, 2. b, 3. a, 4. b

People Mover quiz: 1. a, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b

Pie in the Sky quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. a

Pop! Smart quiz: 1. b, 2. a, 3. a, 4. a
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                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
READER’S CHOICE
Directions: Choose a WORLDteen article of particular interest to you. Explain why you chose it, 
something you learned from it, and how it connects to other things you know.

Article headline: 

Topic area (e.g., People Mover or Mud Room):

Why I chose this article:

An interesting fact I learned from this article:

A connection I can make between this article and something else I’ve learned about 
(from personal experience, school, other people, reading, etc.):

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
PROBLEM SOLVER
Directions: Read a WORLDteen article. In the left-hand column below, note any problems or issues 
raised in the article. In the right-hand column, write down any solutions that were offered. Under the 
“My thoughts” section, include any problems or solutions that weren’t included in the article but which 
you think should also be considered. Finally, explain how you think any one of these problems or 
solutions illustrates how the Bible instructs us to live.

Explain how any one of these problems or solutions illustrates biblical truths about daily living.

                           WORKSHEET

Problems:

My thoughts:

Solutions:

My thoughts:



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
PHOTO INTERPRETER
Directions: Select a photo from WORLDteen. Using complete sentences, answer the following 
questions about the photo.

What is happening in the photo? 

What do you see in the photo that led you to your answer? 

Why did the editor include this photo in the article?

Does the photo appear to be staged or unplanned? What makes you think so?

Do you think the photo is an accurate portrayal of what happened? How does the photographer’s 
use of camera angle, composition, lighting, or other elements help convey the meaning?

What other elements in the photo do you notice, and why?

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
FACT OR OPINION?
Directions: Select an article that interests you from WORLDteen. Read it carefully and then refer to it 
to answer the following questions.

List three facts or opinions found in the article and identify each as fact or opinion:

1. Fact or opinion?

2. Fact or opinion?

3. Fact or opinion?

When did this event take place, or does it concern a future event? Is the subject related to other 
past events or issues you know about? Explain.

What do you think might happen in the future as this story develops? Explain using complete 
sentences.

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                      Date:                                              

      
READ FOR DETAIL
Directions: Choose a WORLDteen article to read. In the left-hand column below, note any quote or 
other detail from the article that you think is especially important or interesting. In the right-hand 
column, explain what you noticed about it and if it raises any questions for you.

                           WORKSHEET

Interesting detail or quote from the article: Your observations and questions:



 
                                                        Name:                                             

                                                                     Date:                                              

   
SEE CAUSE AND EFFECT
Directions: Practice identifying the causes and effects that are related to events. Select a WORLDteen 
article that reports on a specific event. In the following spaces, identify three causes and three effects 
related to this event. If some causes and effects aren’t spelled out in the article, that’s OK. Think about 
and guess what some causes might be. In the same way, try to predict some effects of the event that 
may not be stated in the article.

Consider more than just the obvious elements in the article. Are there specific causes and effects that 
demonstrate biblical principles  —for example, sin, judgment, grace, or forgiveness?

                           WORKSHEET

Cause #1:

Cause #2:

Cause #3:

Effect #1:

Effect #2:

Effect #3:

Event:



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                     Date:                                              

      
BEFORE AND AFTER
Title of WORLDteen article: 

Directions: Use this chart to record your thinking before, during, and after reading a WORLDteen 
article. 

1. In the “What I know” column, list things you already know about the topic before you read the   
   article.

2. In the “What I want to know” column, list questions that come to mind either before or while  
    you read the article.

3. In the “What I learned” column, list facts you learned from the article. Include any answers to  
    the questions you wrote down. 

              What I know:                             What I want to know:                   What I learned:

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                     Date:                                              

      
SIX QUESTIONS IN AN ARTICLE
Directions: Read a WORLDteen article and look for answers to the questions that journalists use to 
tell a story—Who? What? When? Where? Why? How?

Headline of article:  

Topic area (e.g., People Mover or Mud Room):

Who was involved?

What happened?

When did it happen?

 Where did it occur?

Why did it happen?

How did it happen?

(Extra credit: How does your knowledge of the Bible and biblical principles affect how you think 
about or respond to this story?)

 

                           WORKSHEET



 
                                                         Name:                                             

                                                                     Date:                                              

      
WHY IS IT NEWS?
Directions: Editors must make decisions about which articles they will publish. There are many 
reasons why some articles are published while others are not. Some of the most common reasons are 
listed below.

Choose three WORLDteen articles of particular interest to you and write their headlines below. After 
reading them carefully, mark an X beside each of the reasons you think that article was published.

Story headlines:

1. 

2. 

3. 

                           WORKSHEET

1. 2. 3.

Timeliness—news that is happening or of interest to readers right now

Relevance—the story happened nearby or concerns local interest

Magnitude—the story is great in size or number

Unexpectedness—the story is unusual, or its events occurred without warning

Impact—the news will affect a large number of readers

Application—the news gives Christians an opportunity to consider how to apply faith  
principles to real life events

Reference to someone—the news is about a prominent person or personality

Oddity—the story is about a unique or unusual situation

Conflict—the story presents a major struggle in the news

Negative—the story tells bad news that may have more interest than good news

Continuity—the report is a follow-up or continuation to a story that has been in the news

Emotions—the news offers an emotional angle that increases interest in a story

Progress—the news reveals hope, new achievement, new improvements


